PRO-FLOOR® IPS

Pro-Floor Ice Protection System has been developed as an ice rink cover to protect the surface from damage and provide a firm dry surface for people, chairs, stages and equipment.

Pro-Floor Ice Protection System insulates to guard against surface melting from excess heat generated during a non-ice related event.

Pro-Floor Ice Protection System consists of a 10mm layer of EVA foam (exact grade supplied on request) which can be obtained locally in most countries. It can also be supplied direct from Profloor Portable Flooring in Australia. The EVA foam is supplied in sheets or rolls. It is rolled out onto the surface and the joints taped with cloth tape or duct tape. PRO-FLOOR® EF is then installed loose over the foam sheet. Because the foam sheet deforms under the PRO-FLOOR® EF the resultant surface is stable.

This photo demonstrates a layer of foam with PRO-FLOOR® EF on top